
Your best defense for protecting 
pallets and product from  
destructive forklift impacts.

Reduce waste.
Improve efficiency.
Protect your bottom line.



Shattered pallets result in wasted time, 
effort and money.

The Pallet Dawg. Common-sense pallet defense. 
When pallets are damaged, the product they carry is likely to be damaged  
as well. So we engineered Pallet Dawg to take the hit, helping prevent 
expensive pallet damage and repair, and guard against product loss—all to 
protect your bottom line. And that translates into a safer, greener, more efficient 
and profitable operation. Who’s watching over your business? Pallet Dawg.

Avoid filling landfill space with broken 
pallets and damaged product.

What’s the cost of damaged product?  
Much more than the cost of a Pallet Dawg.

How the Pallet Dawg works.

And how it saves.

920-377-1295  |  info@palletdawg.com  |  PalletDawg.com
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We designed Pallet 
Dawg to take the hit,  
and keep on working.
1. Uni-body, molded construction. 
Flexible yet rugged, Pallet Dawg 
has just a few simple parts.

2. Slim, lightweight design.  
At just six pounds, forklift load 
capacity is essentially unaffected.

3. Large window area.  
Increased visibility enhances 
safety and convenience.

4. Narrow impact zone.  
Reduce the chance for contact 
with product.

5. Beveled, contoured edges. 
Smooth surfaces and rounded 
corners contact product gently.

6. Large radius connecting plate.
Rounded design enables the 
carriage to glide over dock plates 
and rack systems.

7. Easy assembly. 
Three bolts—one tool. In five 
minutes go from box back to work.

8. Fits like a glove. 
Precisely engineered to fit all 
Class II carriages.

9. Durable and corrosion-proof. 
PVC plastic construction 
withstands extreme environments.

Protect product. Extend pallet life. That’s real ROI. 
Pallet Dawg reduces pallet and product damage like no other solution. It’s an 
essential materials management tool that furthers your efforts to create a safe, 
efficient and productive work environment. Even when damaged pallets enter your 
warehouse, Pallet Dawg will help prevent incidental forklift contact with product, and 
that saves you money. Companies that utilize Pallet Dawg realize significant savings 
by extending the usable life of their pallets and dock equipment while reducing 
damage, waste and rework.  
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Pallet Dawg.™  
An investment in protection. 
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